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Notice of Question Procedure – Standing Order No. 51 
Council Meeting - Thursday, 17 December 2020 

 
 

 Question Posed 
by Councillor 

(1) Against the backdrop of Coronavirus, the Scottish Government’s 
guidance is to work from home where possible. 

From the reports provided to committees, this position has been 
reiterated and actioned by the Council – as a means of further limiting 
the transmission of COVID – 19. 

Therefore, could Council be advised how much of a financial saving the 
Council is making from a variety of sources, including but not 
exclusively - the reduced utilisation of utilities through its Office Estate, 
reduced utilisation of Member and Officer expenses for travel etc and 
reduced utilisation of Non Essential Expenditure such as Stationery, 
Postage and Ancillary Costs. 

Magowan 

(2) In the last twelve months, how many people have presented homeless 
out-of-hours, and how many of this number have/have not been allocated 
suitable accommodation the same day? 

Carragher 

(3) From January 1st 2018 until 30th April 2020, how many incidents of fly 
tipping were recorded by North Lanarkshire Council? 

How many of these incidents were investigated to identify who dumped 
the waste and how many of those identified were subsequently 
prosecuted? 

Goldie 

(4) Prior to the national lockdown in March, the short-term working group on 
road safety was preparing to make its recommendations to the council.  
When will the working group resume its meetings in order for 
recommendations to be made? 

Stubbs 

(5) The Leader of the Council stated publicly that residents' parking permits 
would be free of charge for the first two vehicles as part of now 
abandoned plans to introduce further parking restrictions across North 
Lanarkshire.  Will he confirm that those residents who already pay for 
parking permits will now be entitled to two free parking permits as 
announced? 

Stubbs 

 


